1015 pages about group learning

1. Introduction
   Problem = SF PhD students isolated in labs, too few faculty mentors, need for more interaction

   Solution = run weekly discussion groups

   Question: How do these groups work? Do pages come out any better? Why do they succeed? How can we make them successful?

2. Related research
   Common theme of practice: Science-driven grouping + AR.

3. Method
   AR. Usually done from the perspective of the teacher, but this time done from one of the students.

4. Results
   4.1 Paper

4.2 Discussion

5. Discussion
   What can I say about command of practice?
Financial system

1. Introduction
Problem: I want to implement an Irish system to improve sales.

Solution: I have developed an Irish system.

Question: How does the Irish system work?

2. Literature review

2.1. Imposing the product (financial theory—demand theory)

2.2. Solving (improved system IS design)

2.3. Social theory (system in IS in use)—perspectives on IS

2.4. ISO 9000

2.5. ISO 14000

3. Method

AR with focus on psychosomatic and popular psychology.

4. Results

The essential points are being updated, but there is no improvement.

5. Discussion & conclusion

The ISO 9000 approach is too complicated. It is perhaps better to focus on a small part, like chapter 3, and then expand. As I become more focus on IS, I expect that volume buying of books is reduced to only very selected books.
Weekend System (Organizing)

Problem = What should we do in order to make the weekend enjoyable?

Solution = We have fallen into a standard pattern

Question = Is the standard pattern okay? How can we improve this pattern?

2. Lunch Venn

2.1 Domain Theory
   - How do someone have a lunch? Playing,

2.2 Diurnal Theory
   - Playing with friends (normal approach)
   - Using GTD for reading a couple of hours and making
     one that house clean and done,

2.3 Daily Evaluating Theory

3. Meal

4. Results

5. Discussion
Organized GTD

1. Introduction
   Problem = How to keep & get my things done (productive)
   Solution = Installing GTD
   Question = How successful is GTD?

2. Listen to people
   They are bloggers and shareers from my fed GTD is
   great, but it does not need to be too much research.
   2.1 Stellar egress (down home)
   2.2 Central egress GTD (how it is implemented)
   2.3 How to evaluate
   Evaluation model → scientist case study
   "a perfect mess"

3. Media
   AIR

4. Recap
   
   [SPC card of paper is shown]
   [Sprint
   [Embed video syst]